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THE STATUS OF STRANGE MESON SPECTROSCOPY"

_,r. DUNWOODIE

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, P.O. Box 4349, Stanford, California 94309, U.S.A.

_' The presentstatus of strange meson spectroscopy is reviewed with emphasis on the results
%' obtainedwiththeLASS spectrometeratSLAC. The systematicsofthelevelstructure

axediscussedwithrespecttoquarkmodelexpectations,andtheimpactoftheproposed

KAON Factoryon thefutureofthesubjectconsidered.

I.INTRODUCTION

Thispaperpresentsa briefreviewofthestatusof The quarkmodelleveldiagramisexpectedtotake

strangemesonspectroscopy.Insection2,aftersomeini- theform2 illustratedqualitativelyinFigure1 forthe

timremarksconcerningspect_copicnotationandter- charmoniumstates.3 HereS and L denotetotalquark

minology,theexperimentalresultsrelevanttothelevel

structurearesummarizedandthemainsour:esof infor- (c_LEvZLSC_[,_E

marion briefly discus.d, The contributions frorn LASS [_ _1 "[_ _1 '"1axepresentedinwater detailinsection3,sincethey .

represent the only recent new information on the sub- s, 0 s,
L O' , 2 3.... OI',' _1_'

ject, In section 4, the systematics of the level structure c, _-1)_-s .... . 1 I. .axe considered. Finally, section 5 caata.ins concluding

remarks together with some comments on the fu_,ureof , ,,,s0:I
the subject. :::" , ..... _.

2 STATUS OF THE SPECTROSCOPY 3"" ['."....
,... -

Aprincipalobjective in studying mesonspectroscopy u2 ,--..° t--.---I"

""" %_(3T?_)

is the precise definition of the level structure of the an- 2:: _ '"...!:'

ticipated q_ meson states. In this regard, the strange ... I ,_._._,t_,_.. 1" X _..,:,

sector is particularly favored since it is free, not only "_:: _-°'x_,s,':
, d/¢

from the need for i_oscalar-isovectorseparation, but also '_'_.2

from confusion resulting from the possible production i""
_,tltll=l

of e.g. A'_?molecule and/or glueball states. The light 0"-:

quark level structure is related to the nature of the long- ,.,, 's " _" '_ 'r _s 1 '_ I :_ i s_range (i.e.confuaing)part of the q i] interaction, and thus, """

4 in principle, provides information on non-perturbative
'lr

QCD. In practice, it enables us to learnabout QCD po- FIGURE 1

It, tential models incorporating relativistic , _ The quark model level diagram for the charmoniumcorrectmns, st,.tes; the mass scale is only qualitative.
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_in and orbital angular momentum, respectively, and C StrangeMesonLevelScheme
., _

indicates the charge conjugation parity of the resulting [_ _] [_ _1
meson state. The para-charmonium levels are siPglets, 6.0 S,_
whereas the ortho-charmonium levels, other than 3S, are L 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 .....3 4 -

triplets separated in mass due to spin-orbit interaction, c-(-1) t'= * _ - - • _ -

Within each column, the lowest-lying state is the ground Jp 0" _'.._ 2" _ '3" 1""i0,_ # _23" 2,3,4"_3:_,s-" 4.

state, and the higher states correspond to radiM excita- ..._ __ ---

tions of this state. By convention, the leading orbital ex- _ 2"-c:_ "'s s ,_11
.4 dl

citationsarethegroundstateswithlargesttotalangular 2.0- _: i " 2

momenttun, J, and, for the triplet levels, the remaining _ .... _] 1:_ _ _2:]1[_
1.5-- 2 "1=D

states are termed the underlying states. In e + e- colli- _ _ --- _ _"'0
sions,the 3S towerofstatesisreadilyaccessible,while I

information on the leading orbital excitations with J > _ 1.0-

3 is larking, and that on the corresponding underlying

states is sparse. Results of a complementary natur_ are o.6----

obtained from hadronic interaction experiments, where

production of the leading orbital states predominates, _.S _P......_D _F _S ._P _ 'rf- £G
and preciseinformationon theunderlyingand radially- .., .,,,,

excitedstatesrequirescarefulamplitudeanalysesofhigh FIGURE 2

gatisticsdata. The quarkmodel leveldiagramsummarizingthestatus
ofstrangemeson spectroscopy",the C parityisthatof

A somewhat optimisticsummary oftheobservedq_ theneutral,non-strangemembers oftherelevantSU(3)
levelsinthe strangemeson sectorispresentedinFig- multiplet.

ure 2.Thisincludesresultsfrom theLASS experiment,

tog_*,hei"withinformationderivedfrom analysesofthe
perhaps0- signalsin the 1,7-1,8Ge\'/c"_mass region.

chargedKvrx,K e,Kw and h'_/'Apsystems,a Of theun-
The 1+ stateisa radialexcitation,whilethe 2- state

naturalparitylevelswithJ_ otherthan 0-,onlytheJP
isthe K2(1770) which belongstothe 3D ground state

=I. ground statehas beenresolvedintothestatescor- triplet.

responding to different quark total spin', consequently, The lfw system has been studied only with low statis-

the remaining such entries in the left and right halves of tics,9'1° however the LASS collaboration is presently' an-

Figure 2 are identical. The second radial excitation in alyzing a data sample consisting of,,- 120,000 events; the

tbe 0- tower is shown as a dashed line since, of the two corresponding K_, mass distribution is shown in Figure

experiments analyzing K¢, 4's only one finds a significant 3. Preliminary results indicate that the low-mass peak

0- amplitude'_ ,, is mainly 1+ with some 2+, and that the bump at ,-. 1.75

An amplitude analysis of the A'_/'Ap systems 6 has Ge\"/c 2 is made up of 1+, 2- and 3- contributions.

yielded evidence for 2-, 3+ and 4- states in the mass The diffractively-produced charged K_rTrsystem has
. . _i lo _

range 2.2-2.5 Ge\'/c_; corroboration of the 2- and 3+ been studied in detail in two large experiments. ' The -'r

states ha._ been obtained from other experiments. 7.s In mass spectrum is qualitatively similar to that of Fig-

terms of the level diagram of Figure 2, the K_(2250) ure 3, and, although the amplitude content is somewhat et

and K3(2320)are most probably radially excited states, the same, there are significant differences, Firstly, the

while the K,(2500) is likely to belong to the aG ground low-mass 1+ structure is resolved into two states, the

state tripJet. _ K](]270) and the K_(1400), which are further shown

Analyses of the diffractively-produced K¢ system _'s to be superpositions of the underlying q _ states; it is

suggest the presence of 1+, 2- a_d_ as mentioned above, these underlying states which are plotted in Figure 2.



®10 3 to a sensitivity of 4.1 events/nb. The acceptance is ap-

..... [ I [ _ I proximately uniform over almost the full 4z" solid angle.

The results relevant to K ° spectroscopy in the present

2,0 K'p "4" K-_ lD -- experiment are obtained from amplitude analyses of tile

- _?°Tr+r- system in the reaction

, .._ 1.5

_ A'-p --, Z_°,r+_r-. (1)
i

, =
and ofthe K-Tr+,_°_r- and K-r/systemsproducedin

"_ 1.0 - -- the reactions
p.

z K-v-. (2)

W 0.5 -- K-p _ _'-p (3)

- - and

0 I I .. l..... I ] 11-p _ K-v p ', (4)
1.5 2.0 2.5

' these analyses are discussed in detail in refs. 14-17 re-
,,.= M Z'_ (GeV/c$) ,m,.

spectively, and so only the main features will be sum-

marized here.
FIGURE 3

The K-w mass distributionfrom the reactionK-p _ The analysisofreaction(I)14yieldsthe intensity
K-w p measured withthe LASS spectrometer, distributionsofFigure4 forthenaturalspin-parity(JP)

statesofthe_)'_r+_"-system.Signalscorrespondingto

Secondly, theK_rrsystemcontainsasignificantO-am. [SC)OII I Ii"' 7 til _ i , , _
plitudecenteredat ,_ 1.4GeV/c2; the corresponding I" 2+

state is interpreted as the first radial excitation of the _" _ -
,ooo- - 4 -

K meson. Finally, the A'z'r" analyses yie|d no evidence _ _+, __ +_ "_'_

for 3- production in the 1.75 GeV/c 2 region, although _ -o +

theLASS analysesdescribedinthenextsectionindicate ,_ 500 - ._4
that such a contribution must be present. _ #t__- _+_, _,

The additionalinformation from the LASS experi. _ :Z_t__.L .,, _t lmenton the natural parity strange meson (i.e.K') states tz 0 - _ I , *..% ! _ I t i ,

shown inFigure2 wiilbe discussedinthenextsection, t_ _- _ -I
m 500- -

3. CONTRIBUTIONS FROM LASS o _4 I

_, This sectionsummarizestheresultson strangeme- 4.4" _ _..4 *
son spectroscopy obtained from an exposure of the Large O l , . l , _ _ _ __ ,

Aperture Superconducting Solenoid (LASS) spectrome- ,2 1,6 2.0 I._ 1.6 2.0

_r at SLAC to a K- beam of 11 GeV/c. The spectrom- _"_ MR*_r*_" (GeV/c_) _-,t_::

tier and relevant experimental details are described else-
FIGURE 4

where, n'13 The raw data sample contains -,, 113 million The natural spin-parity :ntensity distributions obtained
triggers, and the resulting useful beam flux corresponds from the amplitude analysis of reaction (1).



_. _ ._ / t,. ' elastic BW amplitude describing the/-_(892) (cf.Figure

i 10), the amplitude analysis 15 yields the resonant D-H

"_ ' wave signals of Figure 7, thereby extending the observed

'_ leading orbital states to ,lP= 5-. The corresponding be-

_ cf' _:ipl I t r_.. _ havior ofthe underlying S wave amplitude up to 1.6

ex Lit: GeV/c 2 is shown in Figure S. The curves Correspond to '

, , I an effective range parametrization plus a BW amplitude

i _ _. | _'_ -] (M=1412+4+5, F=294 +10 4-21 MeV/c2), and the ,C I (c -' .... ' ' -_" ' : _ resultant S wave is approximately elastic up to ,-, 1.5
_._ _ zt , z _ i : GeV/c 2. The state described by the BW is the 3P0 part-

...... ner of the _'_'(1430). Above 1.8 geV/c 2, there are two

S wave solutions, a, shown in Figure 9. Both resonate

FIGURE 5 in the 1 9-1.95 GeV/c 2 region, have width ,_ 0.2 GeV/c 2The ixldj_vidual isobar contributions to the 1- distribu- '
tion ofFigure 4; the curves aze described in reL 14. and elasticity -,, 0.5. In the quark model such a state

can only be the first radial excitation of the 3P0 ground

the ]_r;2(1430), the _'_(1780) and the _4(2060) are state.

observed in the 2+, 3- and 4+ distributions, respec- Finally, the behavior of the P wave ]_'r scattering

tively. The 2+ distribution exhibits a second peak at amplitude from reaction (2) is shown in Figure l0 for ttie

',- 2 C,eV/c 2, while the l- distribution has a shoulder at region up to 1.8 GeV/c 2. The solid curve provides a sat-

,,- 1.4 GeV/c 2 followed by a peak at ~ 1.8 GeV/c 2, The isfactory description in terms of three B\V resonances'. ]5

_'_(892)_"and _:'p(770)contributionsto the l- spec- (i)the _'_'(892).,(ii)aresonanceat ,,-1.4GeV/c2 of

trum areshown inFigures5a,b;thecurvesresultfrom elasticity,,,0.07whichisconsistentwiththe radialex-

a descriptionintermsof two Breit.Wigner(BW)reso- citationofthe /-D'(892)observedinreaction(1)',and

nances. The lower mass state (M=1420:i:17, r=240:t:30 (iii) a resonance (M=1677 4-10 :t:32, F=205 :t=16 =i:34
MeV/c 2) approximately decouples from the Kp chan-

nel, a_d its production char_teristics indicate weak cou-

pling to h'r also', it is most readily interpreted as the

first radial excitation of the _r;'(892). The second state ]OOOO :-- -1 " 1 " _ 1 r--'-"

(M=1735+30, I"=4234-48 MeV/c 2) may be the underlv- .-," • _ SD00

ing member of the 3I) ground state', however its mass _ 7 i iobtaiDed from reaction (2) _5 tm that it could be a mix- -

Sure of this state and the second raxiial excitation of the

X';(s92). ,;.__. _
A similar fit to the 2+ data yields mass and width _ 2000- i!u .( ['_,:;;':i..,.,,%-"", -,-,. _

tively for the higher mass state, which corresponds most 0 '_. " "

probably to the first radial excitation of the _'_(1430)] _ I 2 3 4 t

although it may also be a partner to the _x',i(2060)in '"t MK"_* (GeV/cE) .;,,,

the F wave ground state triplet.

The raw K-_r + mass spectrum for reaction (2) is FIGURE 6
The raw K-v + mass distribution for reaction (2); the

shown in Figure 6; the shaded region corresponds to shaded region corresponds to events with M(n _r.) >
eventswith M(n r_)> 1.7OeV/c2. In additionto an 1.7Ge\'/c:2,

4
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i,

MeV/c z) of elasticity -.. 0.39 which is readily interpreted 2.0 L 1' I , .j 1.0 L--_-I , 0.5 -I i--
as the _DI ground state. -" _1:).1 • :

The production mech_ism for rea.ctions (1) and (2) _= 1.5 li P.[ 0.8 0.4

is predominantly unnatural parity, helicity zero exchange. _ _" "

" _ 0,6 o,_In contrast, the _o_ system in re_tion (3) le is pro- 1.0
, 4

" _. 0.2
duced mainly by natural parity, helicity one exchange ! O_ . .(of. Figure 11). Nevertheless, a description of the mass

dependence of the resulting amplitude and phase data ! 0,5 0.2 : 01

requires the same P, D and F wave resonance structure 0 0 0
found for reactions (1) and (2), This is illustrated in 06 08 10 1.2 1.4 .6 1.4 1.6 1,8 2,0

Figure 12, where the solid curves correspond to three ,,.,, . Mass (GeV/c_) ,, ....
P wave resonances, two D wave resonances, and one F

wave resonance. Clearly, these structures are required FIGURE 11

in order to reproduce the relative phase motion, and the The mass dependence of the leading _ amplitudes from
parameter values obtained from reaction (3) agree well reaction (3); the subscript indicates that production is

via helicity one natural parity exchange in the t channel.
with those obtained from reactions (1) and (2).

Reaction (4) has been measured with large statistics

for the first time in the present experiment, and the re-

suiting K'r/mass spectrum is shown in Figure 13. An $00 CP*"_D* phue A

amplitude analysis of the K-r/system 17 has established _..i

that the peak at _-1.8 GeV/c 2 results from production 200 _d'_'\ ', .
of the _'_3(1780) (cf.Figure 14). This, together with the _s._ ,_"':,,_

resultsofasimilaraz, alysisofreaction (3))6 yleldsa 100 y I .... V.* i

branching fraction to _]k'_r/of 7.74-1.0%, in accord with

SU(3). SU(3) predicts also that K" states of even spin 0

couple only weakly to Kr b This is confirmed by the D -100 l I .j I I J
wave intensity distribution of Figure 14. No _Y;'2(1430) 0,5 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.; 1.6 2.0

signal is observed, and a 95% confidence level upper limit _ Mass (GeY/c2) _,_
on the branching fraction is established at 0,45%, This

value is an order of magnitude smaller than that ob-
FIGURE 12

tained from previous low statistics measurements. A The mass dependence of the relative phase between the
further implicationof this result is that 0+ K's should P-D and D-Famplitudes of figure 11', the solid curves

are described in the text; the dotted curve is obtained
couple only weakly, if at all, to the K_ channel. This if the second D wave resonance is excluded; the dashed

curve is obtained if the small P wave resonance at "-- 1.4
is consistent with the observation (Figure 8) that the S GeV/c 2 is excluded.
wave/f-e + scattering amplitude appears to be purely

elastic up to ,,- 1.5 GeV/c 2, which is well beyond Kt? parity but the same value of the (orbital+radial) exci-

threshold, ration quantum numbers. A notable exception iI_volves

the S wave ground states; this suggests that the spin-

4. SYSTEMATICS OF THE LEVEl, STRUCTURE spin interaction is large only in this configuration.

A general feature of Figure 2 is that the level strut- The leading orbital excitations lie on almost deger_-

ture appears to depend ira first approximation only on crate Regge trajectories. However, the trajectory slope

principal quantum number value: i.e. there is approx- appears to differ for the natural and unnatural parity

imate mass degeneracy of states having different spin- states, being 0,8-0:85 (Ge\.'/c2) -2 for the forrner, and



0.65-0.7 (GeV/c2) -2 for the latter. A consequence of

ts0 this difference is that the relative level structure in tlm

1215 ground state triplets changes with increasing mass such

_" that the unnatural parity state appears to move through
10C)

t_t_ ]_/,_. _ tile natural parity doublet (cf. Figure 2). This is indica-

_, 75 ,,,,,M_-- ;L tive of a complicated spin-orbit i_teraction which may

"_ So _ ::tc even be impossible to reproduce in the context of a po-
re _ tential model, In particular, the P wave triplet struc-

15 _ ' _ ,?.,_;,k,vz_..-O.,, ture is very different from that observed for the X'c or
__ _///_,_/_¢, _;;_t,;_,,__

o ._Z,7_;:.;z,/,.-.,_,3.' 77_ Xb states. For the strange meson triplet, the/t'_(1430)

2.'s 2 2., 3 3._ and the Kt_(1410 ) are significantly higher in mass than

ldr,_ (t;ev/t_) the h'l, and the h'lb, which _re the q _ states extracted

FIGURE 13 from the K1(1270) and tile Kl(1400), In contrast, mass

The K-r/ mass distribution from reaction (4); the decreases monotonically with J for the Xc and X'bstates.

shaded region corresponds to M(r/p)> 2,0 GeV/c 2 and It should be noted that a similar splitting pattern oc-
M(K-p) > 1,85 GeV/c 2.

- curs in the isovector sector, where the a2(1320) and tile

'w00--_ , , , ,- a0(1320) are higher in mass than the a1(1260) and the

IF]tott bi(1235); indeed the overall level structure for the isovec-

coo tor sector 3 is rather similar to that of Figure 2,

! The cMculations of ref.1 indicate'that the splittings15o0

in mass of the radially excited states with respect to the
40e ] ground states should be mach the same for the strange,

l c?. and bb mesons, and in this respect the predictions are

s00 in rough agreement with the data of Figure 2. However,

_, the lP0 ground state is predicted ,,_170 MeV/c 2 low, and

_ e00 !) 4'___ the 3S1 first radial excitati°rl is predicted 160 Me\'/c2

t.,_ high with respect to the corresponding measured mass
o lt_0
,,, value. Also, for the aSi and lp0 levels the expected

.5 splitting between the' ground state and first radial exci-
II_ 0 ' , I

I*
[Dlt_t_ tation is --,650-680 MeV/c 2, whereas it is observed to be

:_00 "-,500-550 lVlek'/c2. lt should be noted also that for the

3S_ states this splitting is predicted to increase from the

_oo charmonium to strange meson sector; it appears actually

The Kf(1410) and K(_(1950) radially excited states

o I. I exhibit very. different elasticities (--, 0.07 and -.- 0.5, re-

_._ 1.4 , _.e t.e I_ _pectively), This may be due to the different nodal

I_r, _ (C,e_,,/c_) structure of the radial wave functions describing the rel-

evant Kr final states (cf. e.g. the L=0 and L=I wave

FIGURE 14 functions describing the first radial excitations of the
The total F and D wave intensity distributions from
reaction (4); the F wave curve corresponds to a K';3 hydrogen atom). Such features should be properly re-
(1780) B\V; the D wave curve indicates the 95% confi- produced in any model describing the level structure, as

dence level limit on )_.-72(1430) production, should the apparent lack of coupling of the NI(1410) to

7



the Kp channel, experiment of something like five billion triggers. Such

In summary, although a potential model such as that experiments are already contemplated at Fermilab, (e.g.

of ref.1 seems to be in qualitative agreement with the E791) and it seems that the data processing_ storage

level structure of Figure 2, there would appear to be and retrieval needs can be met, The level structure of

several axeas which are quantitatively unsatisfactory, lt Figure 2 would be significantly refined by such a pro- ,

would therefore be of interest to attempt to adjust the gram, and that in the strangeonium sector would be

parameters of such a model in order to learn the extent carried well beyond the present-day understanding of the

to which these discrepancies can be removed within such strange sector: In addition, a programmatic study using

a framework, pion beams shouldbe carriedout inordertosimilarly

advancethe understandingofthe isovectorand non-s

5.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE sectors,

A greatdealhasbeenlearnedaboutthespectroscopy The most likelyplaceforsuch a program to come

and couplingsoi"the strangemeson states.The system- intobeingon theindicatedtime-scaleisatTRIUMF by

aticsagreequitewellwith quark model expectations, means oftheKAON Factoryproject.The presentplans

and,inparticular,thereisno evidencefortheexistence callforaz r.f.separatedbeam linein the6-20GeV/c
of"extra'_states.However, asdiscussedin section4,

rangeproviding,,-107 K's per spill,The lab, iscon-

thereareseveralpuzzlingfeaturesofthe detailedstruc- templatinga spectrometerfacilitywhichissomethingof

turewhichma)'not even be describableinthecontext a crossbetweenLASS and the CrystalBarreldetector

of potentialmodels, at LEAR. Furthermore,thisspectrometerfacilityfig.

On theexperimentalside,theLASS experimenthas uresprominentlyin the plannedprogram ofthe labl.

demonstrated: therebyindicatingstrongin-housecommitment. There

(i) the effectiveness of a programmatic approach to appears to be enthusiasm for such a facility among the

the study of meson spectroscopy; user community, and development of the necessary com.

(ii)the feasibilityofobtainingverylargestatistics putingcapabilitiesofthelab.isbeingconsidered.

ina fixedtargetexperimentbyrunninga 4r acceptance The programmaticapproachtothe studyofmeson

spectrometerininteractiollmode', spectroscopyoverthe lasttwentyyearsorsoat SLAC

(iii)thatthecorrespondingcomputingrequirements has provenitsworth. Ho_ever,thereismuch thatre-

can be met by means ofa combinationoflargemain- mains to be understood,and itwould seem that this

frame and microprocessor farm availability; greater understanding can only be achieved by means of
the higher level, long-term program embodied in KAON,

(iv) that the resultant large data samples for indi- and consequently that the future of the subject is inti-

vidual reactions can be analyzed in a relatively straight- mately bound to the approval and construction of th!s

forward manner., facili ty.

(v) the value of being able to analyze many diSer.
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